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Preface

People are probably asking endless questions about the title of the 
book, WHAT DO WE CALL IT? Well, it was one of those, too 
many titles lying around the spaces we normally occupy, writers 
block.

First of all, we didn't know what to call the book, spend two weeks 
brainstorming but still failed to coin it. Secondly, there is a lot 
happening around us and we just can’t help it but to keep probing.

We hope the reader will help us find answers to this publication. 
We are trying to be observers and participants in finding what 
happened to “realness”. We are in need of answers.

We owe it to you, the reader, to keep making love to the title until it 
bears more siblings in volumes to come. Props to brother 
Ndivhuwo for the input.

God Bless!!!
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mahlaga
-------------

poem #1: i appreciate women
poem#2: feminine panther
poem#3: rejected letter...

poem#4: hilarious...
poem#5: disc 1,2,3

poem#6: clouds of smoke...

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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I APPRECIATE
WOMEN

I appreciate women
it is thru their presence

and inspiration
that I occassionally

pause, stroke my senses,
turn my soul inside out
to show affection for the

other half in me pationately confessing;
l.o.v.e...

like a building wall requires constant
renovation and revival, an element of

long lasting
like a vihcle traveling on a superhighway

it requires total control
an ever alert eye &mind to reach the

destination
it is a long journey in a saharan desert with
its beautiful sand dunes, transparency and 

innocence(we give it meaning & sense)
a butterfly floating in the atmospheres
a chameleon with it’s stages of change

I compare luv with a soldier that marches
on in the misdt of devastation, death,

explosion and gun battle
an athlete who suffers thirst, pain, trials

and tribulations to win a medal
and when championship is achieved there

goes rest, planning for another win
a cycle that never ends 1
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feminine 
panther

its 43 minutes before 11 and
after ten midnight and um 

heavily guarded
home and luv toned

a few years ago I fought
in a heart battle

grown in vacuum women
caught up in evil days

implanted breasts, pounds and 
ponds faces

always talking bee sting in false
honey webs

felonic
asking for a beautiful dress

no! lemme recess my four-way [stop]
and write jungle alphabets about to 
reach out to a woman that’s wanted

covered up wit a head rap for the
whole continent

and that’s u woman!
if reading take pride in this
the following is not to be 

compared to a valentine present
I am not red, pink nor rosy just feel

my presence
all we need is mutual understanding

not luv 
2
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rejected letter 
by a renowned publication

3

I am happy you guys rejected 
my letter dated ???(can’t remember
I had to work as a slave to be able

to buy ink and paper
for this to be published
thanx to your reluctant

attitude I learned
a lesson about self sufficiency

and black pride
I hope you not gonna

tell me about
controversial this and
that ‘cause this is my

house(ha, ha)
I dance for the chance

while some might blame
 me for being angry

all I ask for is understanding
my sister got impregnated
by some rainbow jackass

left her alone and now I have
to take care of the deculturalised

sibling
grandma tried advising but all in

vain
thanx to your friend sick piece of

legislature that stole parental power
remember being black is a burden
(ask the guy who helps park your
flashy car you will understand)
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hilarious is a 
poetic joke!

on the first day of school 
a minister of education
visits a rural secondary
school. on arrival she 

asks for a full report of
the schools previous 

final year matric results...
I mean pass rate, 

the principal brings 
it forth and then the

minister chokes in disbelief,
the school’s matriculants

graduated with a mere 
14% pass rate. she lashes
at teachers and soon calls
students and teachers to

a meeting only to tell
them they not serious.

at the meeting one black
student(there was one
american volunteer at

the school from the us)
stands up to answer the

minister’s range of issues.
“errr, I would like to 

conGradualattulate(excuse
my broken english) those

who failed matric, he quipped.
they have shown a true african character and 

are soldiers indeed for them to resist brainwash
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disc 1
aaaaahhh...

is my reaction 
when its love day

your touches
those kissess

will make 
my Monday blue

so allow me
with underground rap diplomacy

relief my waist
to multiply the world

‘cause growth seeds I dare not waste



clouds of 
smoke,hope 
& sunshine

amid all confusion
ignorance
and loss of

crucial traditions
just look up and hang on to those clouds

when you feel
your life is in shambles

and your earth crumbles
never stumble

don’t commit suicide

or omit what’s left of your soul inside
for dreams can come true

only if you’re patient in that que
so even in your darkest hour

when you feel like hope is gone
never feel any guilt

hold on to that shield and never yield

6
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serene noyz
-------------

poem #1: alpha
poem#2: coscious destiny
poem#3: follow these words
poem#4: identity conception

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?



alpha
old school 

misconceptions
of notions

in the midst of
interest conflicts

corrosion between
time generations

generate how many
religions

can’t meditate
on what was lived BC
and non hebrew souls

got crucified AD
these alphabetical sins

at our expense
since ancient civilizations

upgrade to imitate
covert exploitation

investments relocate
where lands

are rich
spiritual wealth will perish

on that account
let this testament

of retrospective torment
induce a readers

moment of clarity>

7
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conscious 
destiny

mother tongue lick
wombs of innocense 

and taste the inner sense
of respect when words
beat around the bush

with salivary trails
from the land of kush
to infinity and beyond

divinity
definitely its nature reflected

the truth is that central
intelligence takes residence

in common sense
no coincidence

between cultural relevance
and economic prophets 

preaching
democracy for financial profit

the future is hollow like human
vessels empty but loud

with destruction smothered in
false actions introduced
by forgotten fractions

of morals

8
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follow these words into God’s mind
and discover

the preconceived ideas before 
majestic hands of creation and find 

possibilities of destruction 
constructive in its divine form

reclined storms in heavenly clouds 
roaring with exitement they reign

enlightenment
give birth to oceans leave lands 

divided seas parallel to the sky and 
similarities are shown

keep following and see how I relate
never to be told

follow how words make hearts beat
for more than love and life but 

emotions
traveling in veins distanced from 

vain
they contain more than what life 
entertains pertaining to the most 

righteous I tried to write this
with an idea that words bear 

pioneers of meaning
when the willing start instilling 

destiny into existence

9

Follow these 
words
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identity conception
except for an unlucky few, no one seems to really listen to, or consider what rubbish I 
rant about. therefore, I decided to type my thoughts and rants on a computer, thinking 
that it would look western enough to grasp and bring longevity to attention spans 
beyond this ink.

what you are about to read is full of radical statements that were typed to, among other 
things, provoke debate, and eventually a MUSICA STORE consumer revolution! to 
add, this was concieved through a perspective that spawned from the epitome of african 
culture in general. 

we are living a derivative, whether it is greek, american or english. africa is more derived 
than the same dictionary we preach, and sing holly misunderstood hymns from. the 
thing is that we, the misunderstood and most spiritually enlightened are being 
instigators in the plans of capitalist psychopaths that mock our economic inferiority 
through instilling the sense of comfort in receiving help from the most “thoughtful” of 
humankind. dressed in suits, armed with tear-jerking aids adverts, covert money 
laundering schemes, jehovah witness like billboards you just can’t seem to escape, all 
hypocrites at the expense of africa’s most tragic epidemic that comes in the form of 
neglecting culture.
 we are the forever defined by sub-cultures. let me rephrase that. we are the forever 
designed by sub-cultures. from booty shaking, ghetto etiquette, illegality, spirituality, 
broken english, (yes it is a culture too) and many other vulgar hobbies that are yet to be 
conjured up by the media, and president(deputy) alike. the so-called freedom we 
experience, gives many scavengers the freedom to mold and toy with our identity while 
it is still in a warm and flaccid state.. the same state introduced to us as a people in 1994 
by prolific ideologies of “living as one”, thus stretching the implications of ubuntu 
beyond what it means and intends to uphold. I would like to think that african culture 
in its most profound nature is definite, hence the will to die for being black. 
it is until we, as a people acknowledge our own existence by living african culture and 
seeing life through a god given eye, the system and its many glitches(of which occur as it 
is taken for a test drive by drunkards) will continue to be at the expense of our 
sustenance as a people. the less we think, the more we spiritually die! hence biko’s 
quotable: “the greatest weapon in the hands of the oppressed is the minds of the 
oppressed! peace>

10
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mapula
-------------

poem #1: truth in mental liberation
poem#2: deep thoughts

poem#3: untitled
poem#4: and so maps says...

poem#4: reason
poem#5: back soul
poem#6: untitled

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?



truth in 
mental 

liberation
contaminated sperm fertilise minds to 
tell lies be the fracture in the structure 

of democracy 
hibernated minds imprisoned in ice 
cells as I spin a web to catch worms 
crash their programmed existence 

conjuring a scene of reality is a trick on 
its own blazing on truth my words 
parade rage as priceless assets are 

auctioned to foreign shoves
shocking

conceited, reality check...
check as I plant to conceive a visual 

seed let them see thruth concealed in 
skulls that crack as I spit await 

liberation
brain of truth slow reaction I catalyse 

with graphite the truth bites this 
catalystic device divides division

but truth still be a vision
uncracked...

     remains the code of truth
liberation still locked in mines of 

slaves>

11
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deep 
thoughts

my artistry of words don’t point 
pretty pictures but depict the truth 

orally, vocally I be awakening 
thoughts to account for this 
antigen>> “the socially ill”

have you act to eradicate this 
equivocation of truth expose this 

artificial pose green paws stuck in a 
jam of greed it's a creed

a degree in sea of deceit realise we 
are degenerating to generate into 

immortality
waken into reality beckoning over 

eternal sleep

u wait and see
see illusionary visions be revision 
division of society tease my people 

for peace+appeal
for peace, but indefinite, 

indifference
will befall no difference we still 

leviate to imitate imitation reality 
shock always a false alarm while 

some look up to ds installations to  
dish information>>

12
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untitled
distinctive distortion  

to walk the streets
of a man’s heart
unsettled minds
rest on shoulders

of barbie dolls
neva expect to

inspect this
speculation of

appearance 
crowned beauty 
majestic bows to

vow twisted
transverse through
magnified lenses

why suffer the 
sufferance of

unwanted surface
in reference to
applied beauty

made up retards
make up with nature

dislocated minds
miscalculate, relocate?

the allocate social
standards starved

should witness a deliverance!
hu eva said beauty 
equals no brains 

had no brain

13
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and so 
maps 
says...

inevitable an inescapable is their 
inferiority that makes them 

incapable infinity be what I rated till 
I realised that they are inebriated 

and can’t escape find it infernal but 
word is not final if it helps them 

escape eternal inferno then who am 
I to mess with fate?

but the same fate let them to fade 
into these fakes

find it perculiar but so is judgement 
day so real finds us ol still they 

render hidden agendas hope they 
renounce

why?
‘coz I need a change of scenery

sick of hearing the same words time 
and again 

“life is unfair”
wateva happens...

theoretically we make it happen
practically we just lack enthusiasm 2 

reach an orgasm on life
“talk about shit happens”

14
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reason
2day’s lesson is essence of reason

reason should not be idle

idle belittle reason
we fail to reason to reasons

reasons of why we are here
too many reasons

but still no change in season, ceaze, I 
mean pause

and listen to reason

or take a hike, but still you won’t get a lift
it's a gift

life skills don’t kill
get a life

equate this to reason, it gives meaning
if you find meaning in this peace

you will find inner peace
‘coz you see

this life is not a puzzle, it's a parcel
unwrap it, don’t wrap it

up too soon. reason

15
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black soul
the color of the soul be black

golden hair relax
with black I blend bold and truth

golden tools
gold in truth we choose

rather that stay true
truce of color?

words paint darkness on the map of destiny
decline to see that democracy is a cheap line

judgement clouded by hypocracy

wonder why it rains doom?
stay tru to your roots

either way...
     rains of doom water your roots

rains of praise of this race gone to the grave
4give this sole black soul

in style we match
black & white

confusing the black soul
      with the fusion of both

white won’t diffuse
                repels to the west

                foreign to your nest

                stay true to your roots>

16
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untitled
invent inversion to conquer all 

religion
calibrate authenticity...just a 

fantasy cannibalism cap rise the 
price of living suprised that you 

ain’t living
                                ....yet 

breathing
the name of the bar is bar-barity
                     intoxicating sober 

minds
my mind speaks of ryhmes

rythmetic pulses of life
                     cut all ties

transcendental, 
                     spiritual ova 

physical 
speak of the metaphysical

                     >>life is 
microscope

I am not philosophical
yo! stand talk equate to the 

equator
but still quitters on leadership
empirical facts equals electrical 

shox
               shackles in shacks

17
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katlane
-------------

poem #1: the shadow
poem#2: saved

poem#3: confused mind
poem#4: who am i?

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?



the shadow
lyts in sky 

darkness in the sky
she thinks of the pain she is 2 hav

she waits in her room for 
                   the sun to come out

looking around she sees
                  nothing but the shadow

the shadow that comes to hurt her every 
nyt

she looks with hurt and pain
                 in her eyes
tears filled in her eyes

tears dropped from her eyes
no! but it continued

she sat with silence not
                 knowing who to tell

she sat with the pain in her heart, 
thinking it
will go away

she sat wishing the darkness
                 won’t come back knowing

the shadow is to come and 
hurt her>

18
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saved(16 
march 
2007)

I was born out of a womb
a womb of a woman who gave lyf to 

someone she didn’t know
but cared for

I was born with the natural sin that 
adam and eve gave to me when they 

sinned against god
I was baptised by holy spirit and word 

of god
I became one with the lord
I lost the connection when

I grew up
not knowing that I have to give thanx 

to the one high above
the one that gave lyf to me

I got saved and allowed him back into 
my heart

I got saved and allowed him to rule in 
my heart

I got saved and proclaimed his word
I got saved and became

his child again

thank you god>

19
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confused 
mind

thoughts and chains bind her head
worries and sorrows control her mind

broken pieces of her heart she has to put 
back

together

memories come back so fast lyk water 
flowing in the ocean

memories of happiness, sorrow, 
headaches, long nyts and worries

why did she have to hurt her lyf?

why did she have to break her own 
heart?

why did she have to have a heart of gold?

not hurting people was her value
but she forgot one golden rule

“satisfying yourself b4 satisfying others

lyf 
   is  not 

           wat it
                     seems>

20
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who am I?
ke nna katlane motšhwene

mmammedi ya lekwa
ke nna ngwana wa bo bodikgoši
wa thopa nna o humile le dinala

                         who am I?
just a young african with a dream 4 love

progress & enlightenment
catch phrases of my generation

I'm breathing it tym
dreading the image in projecting

one in disdain or is it a hallucination?
but dis is wat I know;

I'm young, competitive, innovative
black and beautiful

I'm my own person
ke nna ngwana wa bodikgoši with a heart 

of gold!
I have my own spirit 

own way of speaking gentle
own smile and looks

ke mokwena moila lehlaka
moroka meetse a pula

I am an african princess with a dark 
complexion and a reflexion that has no 

complicaxion 
ke katlane motšhwene
mmammedi ya lekwa

ke ngwana wa bo dikgoši
wa thopa nna o humile le dinala>

21
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koketso
-------------

poem #1: reality-epigram
poem#2: revolution

poem#3: canal
poem#4: post better...
poem#4: my apology...
poem#5: from dream...

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?



reality
epigram - reality

big bums
long short hair

dark skin
shining teeth

                                                          aren’t african ladies 
beautiful?

                                                          hmmm.....

unlike indians when time has gone>

22
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revolution
bald heads

full of marketing
fresh brains

seeking employment
from tired bored brains

in boardrooms
as if their boredom will

get chased away
by boretales

but now
bored brains

bore booming
themselves by

strong buttered
dooming phrases

so bore-holed
skulls would

wait for
employment

from lazy buttered brains
what a process

perhaps poetry did not exist then>

23
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canal
people talk about me

before and after meetings
talks on how nice i am 

and how ugly i look
they become insane every time they think of 

me
good minds become bad minds whenever 

i appear
all these because i am the boss

i am the canal, passage found in females
i am  the canal that releases all human
I am the canal that drives drivers dizzy

I am the canal searched for by searchers
I am the canal hidden between the poles
I, canal, serious enough to be operated by 

gynaecologists only
I, canal, interesting enough to be taught by 

teachers at schools
I, canal, important enough to be found in 

books of physiology
I, canal, grow older and deeper like any other 

human
I, canal, powerful, useful, playful and 

beautiful
I, canal, always playing an important role in 

population growth
I, canal, never untrue, unsafe, unemployed, 

unexpected, unfair and unfit
I, canal, don’t liberate, but complicate>                  

24
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post better buttered 
‘apartheid’

inspired by: the living style in the republic, south africa

post better buttered apartheid
people of south africa

it is a prestigious privilege for me, as an african to welcome you all to 
the new south africa. a new south africa that has over-come a lot of bad 

things when looking back where we  come from
a new south africa that treats everybody equal before its laws

a new south africa that protects the rights of its citizens
a new south africa that has a flag with colors of the rainbow to 

resemble a new south africa that is a rainbow nation
what a shame!
what a shame!

shame to thee that argues with an old african man who narrates a 
dream unlived
what a shame!

shame to thee that lives in suburbs and has forgotten your roots
what a shame!

they call it ‘democracy’ for being under control of a black head
but I call it ‘crazy demo’ for we are still under a white head giving a 

black head duties
they call it ‘ten years of freedom’ for being free to do as they please

tell, a white head say it might be over, all that is left is for africans to 
accept history as it cannot be changed and not to revenge

what a shame! hope the ‘post better buttered apartheid’ consoles you! 
good luck with the journey>

25
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my apology before I 
take my eternal rest

to thee that pain, happiness, remorse nor
harmony

I brought, judge me not
for I was nothing but myself all times

to those I ‘hurt’, hate me not
for the truth took charge

and brought light into many lives with
perseverance and 

to those I ‘pleased’, love me not
for my heart in charge was

to my fellows, follow me not
for I faults did not commit and righteous do,
so self my part did play with excellence and 

to ‘my doer’
welcome me, for i always tried

amen>

26
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from dream to 
destiny
my dream my destiny...

everybody risks, that’s for sure, in all kinds
of acts and deeds one performs

there’s only one risk one cannot avoid
with solutions to problem cases

one cannot choose a place of rest

in terms of cultures
religions and customary laws

one gets only one chance to meet one’s creator
with the physical being left untouched and the soul

going where it belongs
having culture made by our elders

religions influenced by leaders(depending on which
continent, country and world one lives in)

may perhaps structure one’s belief
churches come in names like colors do and surely will the 

information differ from one head to another
carefulness in thoughts then rise to effective plans to occur

so I'd say, whether you believe there’s heaven or not, you’ll 
enter

shaping your thoughts in mind plays an important role 
because

all it takes is a second of a minute to meet your creator
depending on how your dream is

‘good or bad’ to rest forever>
27
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tj solo
-------------

poem #1: who am I?
poem#2: help me

poem#3: definition of a poem
poem#4: the day you appreciate me

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?



who am I?
they describe me in different ways

they give me all sorts of names
they say I'm undisciplined and unworthy

they say I'm unruly and have bad manners

how wrong they are
how wrong their judgements are

for I'm not that bad
I'm not conceited

I'm not a rebel
I'm like everyone else

I am a youth

a am the backbone of humanity
I am a hero representer
I am a problem solver

I am tomorrow’s warrior
I am a comforter and a pleaser

I am a person of mettle
meaning that I have courage

and willing to dare
I have the necessary vision

I'm charismatic and dedicated
I'm a person of pleasant deposition

I'm able to delegate responsibility to others 
yes that’s who I am

a youth
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help me!
history help me salute today
help me because I can’t face 

tomorrow
help me because life is getting 

more and more difficult
help me because humiliation 

has entered our world
and its destroying it

youngsters are going through 
rough times

many women are suffering
different people are going 

through emotions
others wish to sleep forever

whilst others wish tomorrow 
should never come

all because of the horror we 
are facing

the horror that is among 
some of us

the horror that is created by 
mankind

nightmares never created by 
them

but by their perpetrators
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definition 
of a poem

it is the evidence of life
it represents voice of voices

it comes in bulk of responsibilities
it is like a mother

who handles all kinds of tension
it allows all mankind freedom to 

explore
it breaches the gap between 

generations
it teaches the values of life
making what’s free to me
be free to you and them

it gives everything to those left
so they could progress

it is what it is
regardless of what you we they 

and them
assume of it

it resembles the beauty of grace
it has the emotional intensity and 

sincerity
it is my poem your poem our 

poem their poem>
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the day you 
appreciate 

me
when I did best 

you said it wasn’t good enough
when I did well

you said it was pathetic
no day was good for me

in your thoughts I was nothing
you did not see the good I was doing

you always looked down on me
I was gonna thank you

if only I could
I was gonna embrace you

and show you how I appreciate your 
praises of me

how pity
how said

how unfortunate
for from today I won’t do all those 

today I couldn’t see you praising me
today is the day you pay respects
today is the day you see me last
the last day I receive presents
‘cause what was no longer is

only memories left
today is my last day on these given pity 

life
today is my burial day>
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mahlogonolo
-------------

poem #1: rites & passages
poem#2: broken children
poem#3: the label black

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?



rites and 
passages

I bow to many foreign masters
demo gods and semi gods

none who’s blood flow through 
my veins

I slaughter beasts
to appease if not to please

I converse with my ancestors
from way beyond any space with 

a lease
chanting and raving

melodic african literature 
teleported to ancient times

bestowed with a healing nature
mysterious and enchanting 

rhymes
euphoria follows

as I listen carefully to a breeze 
that is hallow

accompanied by strange yet 
tantalizing
emotions

that set communication in 
motion

between my ancestors and I
I am a global goddess whose 
umbilical cord chose africa

I bathe in rivers
wear beads and animal skins
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broken 
children

modern day africa
an inexcusable statement for sorrow, 

pain and hurt
my salty tears elevate your status

to a first class continent of torture, rape 
and murder

I curse the day ethnicity became a 
necessity

creating mass havoc giving way to 
genocide

from land mines lacking at my footstep
stolen limbs from my body to steel limbs
a placid mirror of hope flicks for rwanda
as janjaweed gains popularity worldwide
the beloved children of darfur dangle in 

limbo
with the circumstances beyond their 

control
the consequence spiralling from 

deranged leaders
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the label 
black

the label black
boxes me into a glass box
set high up on a pedestal

hanging by marginal threads
that seeks to destroy my beauty 

within
the label black is intriguing and 

enticing
it harbors the failed promises of 
poverty and an illiterate society

making me an object of 
submissiveness

swimming in an ocean of despair
sickened by the motion of abuse

the label black
is pregnant with consuming 

expectations
unthought of but seen by the 
blinded who are visionaries

we all wait for the thunderous 
birth

where motivation and desire 
intertwine

to stimulate and feed growth
amongst the black youth

label
black

label
black

label

 black
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ndivhuwo
-------------

painting #1: granny’s meditation
painting#2: ancient wisdom run-x
painting#3: gogo’s read-a-thon

?
?
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?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?









lesiba
-------------

poem#1: zombies in my closet
poem#2: conscious eye

poem#3: mapula-hail the rain queen-
poem#4: black label

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?



zombies in 
my closet

for the untold truth I unfold lies 
below lie a shallow hole boiled pot 
buried my herd boy fears unseen 

illusions killed emotions
herd boy stories said:
zombies in my closet
I clean the zombies

patiently waited and expected waiting 
and expecting death, mutilated 

soldier’s traumatised warriors our war 
dramatised as a tourist attraction 

complete destruction bloody sell outs
my grandma fought the battle of 

honor faithful sons mixed tears of 
torture rocket shattered eras 

townships sailing blood lips this error 
called western era stupid wicked cupid 
politics bantu ridiculous medication 
of an education took no meticulous 

care in its injection
corrupt detrimental opportunists(94 

heroes) tripping painted us blind with 
political misfits and kicks sucking a 

low blow to “become 
crazy”(democracy) shit I quit!
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conscious 
eye

I have been traveling this 
journey for too long

footprints I left unveiling rising 
sight with a new song my 
conscious eye is beyond 

perception
dark pupils see beyond 

deception
mountains and oceans I move 
with the might of my vision

I cease emotions as this truth I 
juxtapose just suppose I must 

oppose this tears flooding rivers 
calling gods back from 

molaposwana(graves) glowing 
black you can hardly see me pose 

as I criticize this big egosised 
wrtings my eye rooted at deep 
ends of the marula tree swims 

down oceans so bright with the 
storm in autum stripping trees 
leaves left at the bottom calling 
words like badimo and kgosi 

kgolo ya basotho be twitch your 
eyes no blinking from lesotho
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hail the rain 
queens

amidst great storms lies a queen torn of 
heavy rains from dear stones of writers 

graves inherited bravery to revolt against 
slavery picking default from politician 

lies lighting secrets pouring of the rains 
she banish their verses

she is of many hills and mountains 
shapes bore african apes from were the 
clouds fell and blast blast blast lasting 

blast past the outlast defined is the 
green flowers swallows praising top of 
the towers shouting heavens replied in 

rumbling thunders summer-assault
she speaks with acceptance essence of 
poetry more than quoted vocabulary 

summary of dead forgotten politics she 
find them rotten

bless the curse black feathered extreme 
showers stand supreme re-verse the 

curse fake poets rehearse as she bury you 
six feet above the heavens angels sing:

hail the rain queen
hail mapula reign showers daily

bow to the queen of queens
let the sky cry sweet tears>
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no man no worthless fan of politics 
can play tricks with my wisdom

‘cause i’ma hit, ima feed you, i’ma 
bitch you, i’ma burst blood exploding 

like bomb, bomb casting bomb 
blasting storms exploding in your 

face(derived from forgive me farther)
poetry in motion writes distorting  

minds this portion rhymes is caution 
lined these oceans flies like my 

fingertips brewing one toxic natural 
creations flooding mother earth 

drowning this modern birth called 
material generation

black label is a mystery rise in history 
as I pause a sentence... hail falls 

sending brothels to menopause one of 
my mataphors it never rained but 

poured my narration for this 
generation

black is magic and majestic
I hit with my club club clap this 

pretentious life out bang bang colour 
of prophecy diplomacy enters before I 
strangle hold struggle and sold means 

buried before dying
label to be honoured round bums sun 

collected
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pic# 1: 
<bwarf went to unilim for a session but there was no one there> 



pic# 2: 
<dead prez> 



pic# 2: 
<remnants of the system in waitng> 



pic# 3: 
<indigenous ckicken> 



pic# 4: 
<mf doom> 



pic# 5: 
<streets of institutionalised slavery> 
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pic# 7: 
<revolutionary 2> 



pic# 8: 
<gill scott> 



pic# 9: 
<old car> 



pic# 10: 
<marcus ga eyrv > 



pic# 11: 
<ben sharper> 



pic# 12: 
<killer priest> 



pic# 13: 
<booty shaking lessons @ unilim> 
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News break
Cats from PLK hosted one of the most  memorable concerts as contribution to a good cause. Capricorn 
Voice came on board, finally. Prior to the show, the devil got the better of some of our brothers and sisters. It 
seems like unity is just one of those cheap-lines one can buy and discard without notice. Why front if we are 
gearing up for such a sacred mission? Is it true that PLK lacks behind in reason and logic. Anyway the show 
happened. Some people asserted it was one of those shows where cats were fired up, except for an ignorant 
few who were high on ice-cream and jealousy. Up till today, no one knows why so called PLK “rappers” failed 
to honour such an occassion. Word has it art in Limpopo is about wearing the latest cavella shoes to a session 
only to get hooked up with a lady-artist wannabe who  is into junior featherweight poetry for valentine sake. 
You guys should learn to talk facts and not the other way round. Hiphop as genre and culture is sacred and 
deserves respect. We are sick and tired of your pre-schools raps. Don’t hate if you can’t turn yourself on.

For six hours the Library Auditorium was abuzz with all sorts of characters; male; female, black and white. It 
was a blessing to have so many elderly people at the show. That’s a good sign and we appreciate your support. 

The show went on until the wee hours of the morning and everyone left with satisfied appetites. whether they 
were there for wisdom, social reasons, beef or politics. The 31st August 2007 was a day everyone in PLK will 
live to remember and we hope to continue until man turns their soul inside out. Big ups to all who took part, 
SOJ Senior Productions, Cell C, SAB, Love Life, artists and community at large. Next year won’t be any 
different. Peace! 

 TRIVIA

Where you aware that:

(a) There is a huge difference between Polokwane and other cities such as 
Bloemfontein, Cape Town or Jo’burg?

Our baseline research  shows that artists who have lived in the aforementioned cities can never be compared  to 
those ‘permanent local artists who learned about hip hop on radio. This is of great concern to us(cats from outside). 
Lest we forget the whole of Limpopo is yet to have a theater and for this reason, the mental attitude of artists from PLK 
leaves a lot to be desired.
There is dire need for a remedy. Any reader with a practical hypothesis is encouraged to come to rescue.

Please log on to Twitter or Face book and search for anyone from this side of town(PLK) FOR THE PURPOSE OF SOCIAL 
DISCOURSE on the above. Who knows, you, our dear reader, might change the situation for the better. BWARF STAFF 
REPORTER 
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ROOTS
KONNEXION

SHOW ‘07 NEWS



NEWS BREAK
Once again, the spirit of culture came alive when BWARF organised a show which left the streets of PLK 
smelling of the heritage we are all proud of. Although the show revolved around a theme ‘most’ people in 
present day Africa are not willing to embrace, it had a ‘modern’ filling to it. Heedless to say there is still a lot of 
stereotypes and unfortunate stigmas associated with culture. a lot of people were reluctant to humble 
themselves so as to understand why we (poets and writers) decided to share a stage with traditional dancers. It 
became clear that ‘most’ people in this town don’t comprehend our mission. They would  rather go to News 
Café for the latest gossip on who divorced who rather join in our cultural jamboree. SAD!! 

While some were spreading rumors about the show being purely heritage related, others were shocked to 
realise that elders and the youth are inseparable. We wanted people to know that everything we do is about 
family and nothing else. That, as artists, we are always willing to stop, think and listen for anything that’s 
there for the advancement of human life and having a religious show channel like Manna TV was no 
exception.

Roots Konnexion took off around 7pm and once again, the Library Auditorium was on fire with 
performances by local traditional groups, poets, musicians and motivational speakers. On the same day, the 
Lentswe Poetry Project was at the University of Limpopo shooting one of their episodes. Heard from a 
reliable source the hall was packed. Most of our usual suspects went there hoping to make it for seven 
minutes of fame and fortune. And that’s exactly what makes our movement stand out from the rest. We 
knew we were going to have TV at the show(an exclusive one nogal) but didn’t go out to mention it to 
everyone. Those who came got the exposure those ‘cats’ that went to UNILIM for but couldn’t get. Next time 
they should consult the nearest herb-sman before making decisions.

Anyway we had a reasonable audience, mother, fathers and children celebrating the pride that makes us 
human amongst others. It felt good to have a granny sitting next to a slam poet, a traditional dancer next to a 
modern dancer. We would like to extend our gratitude to everyone who made it possible. The sponsors, 
Unilever, FNB, Mabutheto Heritage Restoration and Bo-Apara Nkwe Heritage Foundation. Special 
acknowledgment to the BWARF movement for their dual effort. You guys are great!  It was a tough decision

but  at the end the show happened and the masses were schooled. God Bless!
-BWARF STAFF REPORTER-
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PRESS RELEASE
the BWARF strategic plan

• Mission statement - BWARF is a non-profit community based, cultural movement formed by the people 
and for the people in a quest for solution giving before the era leading up to the new millennium. The idea was 
to make people aware of cultural issues and how they impact on the modern man and woman within the 
context of globalization and the ‘new world order’. The movement seeks to expose the dilemma behind 
modernity and how it has influenced the indigenous people and their way of life. Culture on its own is an 
institution of knowledge and self where in nature has control of the day to day running of the many 
departments found in the institution. 

About the foundation:
Every generation is confronted by new complexities and we need to take it upon ourselves as young people to 
avail to ourselves the many contradictions surrounding materialism as oppossed to nature. We therefore need 
to play a role actively in learning about the two opposing worlds so as to make informed decisions. We came to 
the realisation that throughout all the struggles, the issues surrounding our culture as africans and its oral 
nature is an obstacle towards understanding the wisdom that comes spiritually and not in physical form. i.e 
the media and its many glitches. 

Ours is more of a generational legacy that runs through the veins of the descendants thereof. We saw it fit to 
stop, think and listen by affording our elderly(grandmothers and fathers) a platform from where valuable 
information/knowledge can be retrieved, put into context and disseminated amongst the youth. It is in this 
regard that we’ve dedicated our lives to working towards identifying problem areas, highlight them and 
eradicate them with aggression and conviction. We, in following our tradition, need to stop being victims of 
our own culture. Take slaughtering an animal for example. We need not follow nor swim along with the dying 
stream(live life generation) but teach and present the truth culturally.

There is no such thing as universality albeit we do acknowledge that within a global world, everyone must have 
a space they understand better.

Our movement does not condone any form of discrimination but:

-WE WANT CULTURAL AFFIRMATION
artists within the continent must be aware of words like indigenous such that they begin to understand that 
they are not observers but participants of their cultural destiny.

-WE WANT THE SKILLS OF OUR PEOPLE ACROSS THE SPECTRUM TO BE SELF EXPLOITED 
AND USED FOR THEIR DEVELOPMENT AND ENRICHMENT.
we believe cultural enlistment should be used as a stepping-stone towards a free-flowing income generating 
method by the people and for the people.

-WE WANT AN END TO THE UNDERMINING OF CULTURAL VALUES, NORMS AND CUSTOMS.
let it be repeated that our way of life reflects our fate as rightful species on earth, and as such paves a way 
towards our destiny as spiritual beings.
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-WE WANT TO HAVE SOLUTIONS THAT ARE MORE PRACTICAL IN DEALING WITH 
ILLNESSES THAT AFFECT OUR SOCIETY AS CULTURAL PEOPLE
cultural opinions and solutions to problems of the world(africa in particular) should be given equal 
recognition just like their counterparts.

-WE WANT DECENT EDUCATION FOR OUR PEOPLE THAT EXPOSE THE TRUE NATURE OF 
THIS DECADENT AFRICAN SOCIETY
we want education that teaches us our true history and our role in the global world. We believe in an 
education system that will give to our people knowledge of self. if you do not have knowledge of self, and your 
role in society and the world, you have little chance of knowing anything else.

-WE WANT COMPLETE RECOGNITION OF TRADITIONAL LEADERS, HEALERS, PROPHETS 
AND WRITERS
we believe traditional healers have a huge role to play in the management and treatment of modern day 
illnesses that we are questioning from time to time. When juxtaposed, our medical institutions predate 
allopathic medicine by far. We cannot afford to have tried and tested methods put as substitutes while the 
‘young and ‘loudmouthed’, the still tested are given promotion for our demotion.

-WE WANT AN IMMEDIATE END TO FARM KILLINGS AND THE INDIRECT SUFFERING OF 
FARM WORKERS
it is to our dismay that in this day in age, black brothers and sisters are referred to as monkeys, while those 
who ride on these artificial donkeys have no keys to our cultural institution.

-WE WANT A STOP TO MENTAL SLAVERY BY HYPOCRITICAL PROPAGANDA DRIVEN 
CONSPIRATORS
its high time we fix to repair out soulful fences so as to protect what belongs to us and not easily fall victim to 
sick ideologies and gimmicks.

-WE WANT YOUNG AFRICANS TO GO OUT THERE AND DO RESEARCH ON MATTERS 
RELATING TO THEIR HERITAGE TO RID THEMSELVES OF ASTONISHMENT.
there is no need for one to completely believe what one is told about themselves by outsiders. we’re not racist. 
racism is in our midst. we are pro-black and not anti-anything and that’s not an apology but clarity!!

-WE WANT OUR VOICES TO BE HEARD BEYOND BLACKNESS
we believe artists have a huge role to play as philosophers, intellectuals and panthers.

disclaimer: this guideline structure derives from a strategic plan implemented by the black panthers during 
the times of negro oppression in america and was the ten point plan used for achieving ethnic affirmation 
through the black radical movement. we thought it relevant to apply the same strategy within our movement, 
as to us being a culturally radical movement that aspires towards cultural affirmation and the motives relate 
to a large extend. in no way are we implying racial segragation through this strategy but rather applying 
cultural aggression in a culturally dying society!
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